BUILDING THE NEXT GENERATION
OF ENTREPRENEURS

2015 REVIEW

CorkBIC
startup clients created

670+ New jobs
in 2014 & 2015

Welcome

The Board

It is my great pleasure as Chairman of CorkBIC to present to you
our 2015 report.
The South West region, and Cork in particular has always had
a great entrepreneurial culture and is one of the leading startup
capitals in Europe. This is due in no small part to the infrastructure
and support that has been created by the local authorities of Cork
City and County Councils in conjunction with the statutory agencies
of Enterprise Ireland and the IDA.

David Grimes

Kieran Drain

Brian McCoy

Enda McDonnell

Jim Breen

Declan Fox

Cork & the South West is set apart from other locations due to its
international connectivity and vibrant third level education facilities
and research institutes, such as Tyndall.
CorkBIC plays a pivotal role in the development of this
entrepreneurial environment creating companies with global
footprints and many successful investor exits. These help to attract
and grow our investor community.

CEO

Finally, I’d like to thank my fellow Directors for their wise counsel
and support and to pay tribute to the very focused and hard working
team at the BIC.
Enjoy our stories and please join us on our journey.

Gerry Donovan
Chairman, CorkBIC
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Michael O’Connor

Neil O’Carroll

“CorkBIC’s support to AnaBio through the Business
Planning process was hugely helpful. It helped us to
define the company’s strategy and facilitated our
engagement with funding sources. This support
accelerated our path through the HPSU (High
Potential Start Up) process with Enterprise Ireland”
‘
Sinead
Bleiel, AnaBio

23%

of Entrepreneurs
CorkBIC worked
with in 2015 were

Olive O’Driscoll (l) and John Vaughan (r)

“CorkBIC reviewed our business plan, offering advice and guidance, and were
subsequently fantastic help with our HPSU application to Enterprise Ireland. Their
knowledge of the investment landscape in Ireland is second to none, matching us
with appropriate investors and making introductions especially with the HBAN
investment syndicates, were invaluable when we were seeking investment.”
Olive O’Driscoll, AventaMed

female*

AventaMed
Cork based medical device company AventaMed has developed a
breakthrough ear device that will give parents and surgeons the choice
to undergo ear tube/grommet surgery without the need for a full general
anaesthetic. In September 2015 AventaMed secured equity investment
of €1.3m from a range of investors including Enterprise Ireland, HBAN
Investment syndicates Irrus, Boole and MedTech. AventaMed was the Irish
Medical Device Association, Emerging Medtech Company of the Year 2015.
Founded: 2013
Founders: Olive O’Driscoll & John Vaughan
Employs: 4
Locations: Cork
www.aventamed.com

AnaBio
AnaBio Technologies Ltd. is an innovative Irish
company providing encapsulation expertise
and commercial contract manufacture for
the stabilisation of food, pharmaceutical and
animal health products. AnaBio has 13 global
patented technologies including three with
fully-granted patents and sells to a client
base which includes multinationals in the UK,
Europe, the US and South America. AnaBio
achieved growth of 150% in 2015.
*An increase on previous years (avrg 14%)
Founded: 2011
‘
Founder: Sinead
Bleiel
Employs: 8
Locations: Cork, Dublin
www.anabio.ie
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“You hope to take 1 nugget away
from similar events - I haven’t room
in my car for all the nuggets from
this event” Terry Fox, Cupprint

“the single most inspiring best of
breed business learning event in
Ireland, hats off to CorkBIC”
Larry Bass, Screentime ShinAwil

HOURS

EMERGING ENTREPRENEURS
SEASONED ENTREPRENEURS

>>

Companies

>>

HPSUs

CSFs

>>

€25m*
Investment

The Entrepreneur Experience® is a unique opportunity for 24
Emerging Entrepreneurs to gain advice and mentoring from 24
of Ireland’s most successful business leaders over 24 hours.

* The Entrepreneur Experience® 2011-2015
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“A fast paced rollercoaster journey for
you & your mentor, taking an outside-in
look at your business”
Brendan McPhillips, Asystec

CorkBIC were hugely influential in supporting WhatSalon in its early
days of funding and launch. Through these supports and advice the
company rapidly progressed from concept stage to engaging with
Enterprise Ireland. This allowed the company access the critical
funding needed to launch an initial product. It’s fair to say CorkBIC
played a big part in the early days of our business.
David O’Flynn, WhatSalon

WhatSalon
In 2015
CorkBIC worked with

88%

“CorkBIC have assisted and guided us through every step of our growth journey
from fund raising, creating the right Board through to recruitment and team
building. The success that CorkBIC can inject into companies is priceless.”
Michael Elliot, Over-C

of all HPSUs
in the region

Over-C
Over-C has developed an easy-to-use, flexible management tool
turning mobile phones into powerful productivity and data collection
devices, designed to improve mobile business processes and operations.
Enterprises around the world rely on Over-C to help meet productivity,
lone working and operational goals every day for their remote workforce.
Over-C’s compliance tool connects global enterprises with people, data,
processes and assets (internet of things) in real-time on a scale that once
was unimaginable. Michael Elliott, founder of Over-C first came over from
the UK to participate in the 2013 Entrepreneur Experience.

Founded: 2011
Founder: Michael Elliot
Employs: 8
Locations: UK, Cork
www.over-c.com

Founded: 2013
Founders: Kieran Walsh & David O’Flynn
Employs: 5
Locations: Cork, Dublin
www.whatsalon.com

WhatSalon is a mobile application
that allows the user to find and
book last-minute hair & beauty
appointments in their local area at
the touch of a button. The Sunday
Business Post called WhatSalon
“Hailo for Haircuts”. WhatSalon
subsequently got HPSU approval
and raised €400k led by
SOSVentures and Enterprise
Ireland. Kieran participated in the
2014 Entrepreneur Experience®
and in the panel discussion at
CorkBIC’s 2015 event Celebrating
High Growth Startups in the Port
of Cork.
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Key events in

2015

Bank of Ireland
Accelerator Demo Day
& Dinner supported by
CorkBIC

Ger O’Mahony inducted
into Entrepreneur Hall
of Fame®

JAN

MAR

CorkBIC Awarded
Best performing
New EBAN1
Member

Project development
of the first subsea fibre
London-NYC to be laid
in 12 years

MAY

2015 Entrepreneur
Experience®
delivered by CorkBIC

JUN

Delivered Venture
Academy and
chaired Corporate
Venturing
& Business
Accelerators Session
- EBAN Angel
Summit, Eindhoven

Companies

>>

45
HPSUS

>>

€41.2m

3

Invested

1. The European Trade Association for
Business Angels, Seed Funds and Early Stage Market Players
2. EBN is a network of around 150 quality-certified business and innovation centres
3. Entrepreneur Experience® & Venture Academies 2009-2015
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SEP

The Venture Academy
delivered by CorkBIC
The Startup Gathering
Event & Startup
Cork Dinner co-hosted
by CorkBIC

OCT

Attended EBN
Congress, Brussels
2

Chaired EBN/EBAN
Accelerator Session
at EBN Congress

CorkBIC Initiatives

165

AUG

Celebrated High
Growth Startups
at the Port of Cork

Presentation to
Startup Angel
Summit & Launch
of Google Campus
Madrid

“Bringing the Cable
Ashore” Garretstown,
Co. Cork

Supported event:
Locating World class
Eco Datacentres
in Cork

Launch EBAN
E-Xcelerator (CorkBIC
co-Chair) at EBAN
Winter University,
Copenhagen
Launch of 2016
Entrepreneur
Experience®
in Cork & Dublin

NOV
Delivered Inspire
YoWup, EU
project on female
entrepreneurship

DEC
Launch Entrepreneur
Experience® website

Raising Investment

®

The Halo Business Angel Network (HBAN) is a joint initiative between
Enterprise Ireland and InterTrade Ireland. HBAN operates on a regional
basis, providing a matching service for private investors (Business Angels)
and pre-screened investment opportunities in start-up, early stage and
developing businesses. CorkBIC manages the HBAN process in the
Southwest and Midwest regions of Ireland.

HBAN in Ireland

209 >> €39m >> €100m*
Deals

Angel Investment

Deals

€16m

>>

€4.1m

>>

Angel Investment

€33m*
Invested

2015
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>>

Deals

* HBAN 2007-2015

Angel Investment

Shemas Eivers

Candace Johnson

Johnny Walker

Bill Liao

Jim Barry

Declan Fox

The CorkBIC Entrepreneur Hall of Fame® recognises
successful Entrepreneurs who have a vision to succeed
and a passion to assist others.

CorkBIC deals to date
>>

Paul Hands

Invested

Since inception, in 2007, CorkBIC HBAN investments have continued
to grow year on year, closing 66 deals and raising over €33million in
investment for Entrepreneurs across all sectors by the end of 2015. Of this
€16m was sourced from private equity business angels registered with
CorkBIC & HBAN. Increasingly Angel investors are investing as part of a
syndicate and CorkBIC supports the Boole Syndicate in Cork and the Irrus
Syndicate in Limerick.

66

Liam Casey

Ger O’Mahony (right) was inducted into the
Entrepreneur Hall of Fame® in 2015. He is a serial
entrepreneur who has been involved in a number of
successful technology startups. More recently Ger has
focused on helping established technology companies
like Voxpro and ActionPoint to scale and grow.

€7.2m*
Invested
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“CorkBIC helped us get investor ready. They
constructively challenged our key business
model assumptions. The result was a far
more polished business plan”
Denis Coleman, WorkCompass

In 2015

CorkBIC worked with

93%
of all CSFs
in the region

“Over the past year I have received great support from
CorkBIC and the team. Getting the opportunity to
attend the Entrepreneur Experience® was fantastic as
I gained a great mentor and direction. Would strongly
recommend engaging early with CorkBIC.”
Kieran Normoyle, Ocean Survivor

WorkCompass

Ocean Survivor
Ocean Survivor is developing technology that mitigates the effects of
hypothermia in survival situations. Kieran Normoyle, founder of Ocean Survivor
(formerly Deviate Aspire) won the Overall Award at the InterTrade Ireland
Seedcorn competition, winning a cash prize of €100,000.
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Founded: 2014
Founder: Kieran Normoyle
Employs: 2
Locations: Limerick
www.oceansurvivor.eu

WorkCompass is using machine learning to turn management
theory into high-performance practice. Denis Coleman,
founder WorkCompass participated in the 2015 Entrepreneur
Experience® and worked with CorkBIC on the road to HPSU
approval and investment. WorkCompass was named as one
of the “Most Promising” HR Solutions in 2015 by CIO Review
Magazine and in 2014 raised €650k from angel investors and
Enterprise Ireland.

Founded: 2013
Founder: Denis Coleman
Employs: 8
Locations: Cork
www.workcompass.com

Clients in the News
8 Entrepreneur experience

The Sunday Business Post
March 22, 2015
Money Plus

Entrepreneur experience 9

The Sunday Business Post
March 22, 2015
Money Plus

in association with

Learning
from
experience

Enterprising individuals
By Colette Sexton

S

D
Cortechs

Citywest, Dublin 24
Group: investor ready

Cortechs combines brainwave sensing
technology with fun, healthy gaming
to create games for children to improve
the core symptoms of ADHD so that
they become more focused and relaxed.
About 7 per cent of children globally
have ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder). As a result, these
children find it a constant challenge
to stay focused on any ask.
The use of medication is the main
solution currently, but many parents
are seeking scientifically backed drugfree alternatives, according to Cortechs.
Founded by Aine Behan, Cortechs
makes neurofeedback therapy mobile
and deliverable.
It provides customers with tools that
measure, monitor and improve your
brain activity; these are necessary to
maintain strong, healthy and productive minds.
It allows children to engage with
games to train their brains to focus
better; a child will learn to regulate
his or her attention when it comes to
managing everyday tasks. According
to Cortechs, its solution does not have
side effects and its team has domain
expertise in neuroscience and gaming.

NVP Energy
Limited
Mullingar, Co Westmeath
Group: investor ready

NVP Energy is a clean-tech company
that turns wastewater into a revenue
generator for its customers.
Its energy-positive and carbon-neutral low temperature anaerobic digestion (Lt-AD) technology is aimed at
low-strength wastewater producers in
food and drink wastewater and municipal wastewater.
The majority of these markets use the
100-year old energy-intensive activated sludge process. According to NVP
Energy, this is no longer a sustainable
form of treatment due to its high energy
and fossil fuel usage, carbon emissions
and excess sludge production.

In contrast, Lt-AD produces negligible sludge, requires no aeration or heat
input and generates a methane-rich
biogas which is 100 per cent available
for reuse, allowing the biogas to become
a revenue generator for the end user.
The company said that this is a new
market for high-rate anaerobic digestion, as low strength wastewater
streams do not possess the biogas production capabilities required to heat the
systems to traditional high temperatures ( greater than 35 degrees celsius), a
requirement of the anaerobic digestion
technologies currently on the market.
NVP Energy was founded in 2013
following 15 years of research and development at NUIG.

Oryzone Ltd
(trading as
Sbaam)
Alfred Street, Cork
Group: ideas

Sbaam is a curated fashion marketplace
that connects independent designers
with discerning consumers around
the world by offering the highest
standards of product selection. It is a
niche speciality B2B2C for the sale of
exclusive apparel and accessories that
gives brands access to target customer
groups, marketing resources and a shop
window.
Co-founded by Luciano Mammino,
Sbaam blends the fashion media reader experience with a bespoke buyer
experience, giving the user an online
destination where they can go on a daily
basis to be informed about trends and
to find products.
It has existing domain expertise and
a large network of brands, especially
in Italy. It said that it selects the best
brands so that it can offer its consumers
products with a distinctive style and a
unique appeal.

Jumble

Douglas, Co Cork
Group: Ideas

Jumble is an email encryption product
that integrates with the existing email
accounts of businesses that need to protect their email data. It provides simple
and fast end-to-end encryption to all
email accounts resulting in complete
security.
Jumble’s one-click email encryption product simplifies the process of
encryption by managing the cryptographic keys.
On desktop, it works as an extension
to existing email accounts while on
mobile it works as a mail client. Unregistered users can decrypt an email
behind the security of its“three lines
of defence”.
According to Jumble’s founders, it
saves time and money, while providing
peace of mind that their data is secure
in the event of data breach.
Jumble’s users are typically regulated and/or required to comply with
data protection laws. Others are simply
being careful, and are using Jumble to
upgrade their defence infrastructure to
protect their business against the risk
of a cyber attack.

with current regulations. It provides
information and insights on regulatory
and strategic business requirements
to its clients. Its online tools deliver
timely and accurate global regulatory
intelligence.
It transforms how organisations receive and consume information, and
empower meaningful action helping to
create a cleaner, safer and better world.
As one of the most trusted names in
regulatory management, it works with
an array of clients in over 120 countries, including blue chip companies,
to manage their global environmental,
corporate social responsibility and sustainability requirements and standards.
Its clients work in a variety of industries, from aerospace to toys.
Its C2P product gives its clients up to
date compliance alerts and access to a
knowledge management platform, to
help them to better understand and
manage the impact of regulations on
their products and organisation.
It was founded in 2000 by Damien
McGovern, an Irish barrister who formerly worked for Deloitte in Brussels.
The company is headquartered in Cork
with offices in Brussels, London, New
York and San Francisco.

Platform Avenue
Adelaide St, Cork
Group: Ideas

Founded by Patrick Dineen, Platform
Avenue provides talent acquisition and
management software to a wide variety
of organisations.
Its SaaS cloud-based solution provides companies that are searching for
talent with the tools to reach, rank and
interview passive and active applicants.
The platform gives hiring organisations
an easy to use and affordable solution.
Its customers create an application
form and add questions they would
like applicants to answer.
This gives applicants the opportunity
to take the interview regardless of time
differences and geographical location.
In addition the hiring company can ask
applicants to add documents, videos
and streamed links to enhance their
application, a feature that allows HR
personnel to really get to know the
person, their skillset and personality.
Its customers range from coffee shops
looking for students to fill summer jobs
to large organisations seeking to hire
graduates.
The company has seen massive
growth in the casting application process for US, British and Irish television
reality shows.
Platform Avenue software is now
used in the casting process in shows
such as The Great Irish Bake-Off and
Don’t Tell The Bride.

Deviate Aspire

University of Limerick, Limerick
Group: Ideas

Deviate Aspire develops technology
that mitigates the effects of hypothermia in survival situations.
While in a cold environment, 20 to
30 minutes of exposure can result in a
drop in core body temperature to below
35 degrees celsius.
Deviate Aspire’s technology reduces
this core heat loss and transfers heat to

Jim Barry

Barry is the managing director
of Barry Group, one of Ireland’s most respected wholesale distribution firms. He has
grown the company from a
local business to a leading
wholesale distribution company that trades nationally
and internationally and supplies over 1,000 customers.

Larry Bass
Luciano Mammino, Alessio CJ Chirivi and Andrea Mangano of Sbaam

bibbyfs.ie
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Bass is the chief executive of
Screentime ShinAwil, one
of the largest independent
production companies in Ireland. Bass is an international
ambassador of the International Rose d’Or, an advisory
board member of FÁS Screen
Training Ireland and Entertainment Masterclass.

Clare Keogh

Gilles Bouchard

Serial entrepreneur Bouchard
is the chief executive of the
Executive Business Accelerator. He has been a founder at
Internet Media Telecom startups and group secretary general at Groupama Gan. Gilles
is vice president of Harvard
Business Angels France, based
in Paris.

Patrick Dineen of Platform Avenue

vital organs.
Founder and chief executive, Kieran
Normoyle, is something of a pioneer in
product design. In 2013 the Fanningstown, Limerick, native was among the
top 20 finalists for the 2013 James Dyson
Award, out of 650 entries worldwide.
The three-piece lifejacket mitigates
the effects of cold-water shock, sea
spray, hypothermia and secondary
drowning. The invention was described
by a senior Dyson engineer as a simple
but clever solution that could save lives.
However, Normoyle said his latest product is focused on curbing hypothermia.
Normoyle began working on his
product full-time in October last year.
He has used his experience from the
Irish Army Reserve Defence Force and
work as a lifeguard to help develop his
prototype.

Neilus Murphy, Grazemate

Jim Breen

The founder of e-learning
organisation PulseLearning,
Breen provides strategic direction and motivation for
PulseLearning’s future development. He is a member
of the Cork BIC board.
Peter Kariuki and Barrett Nash of SafeMotos

Peter Crowley

Clare Keogh

Emmet Kearney, Jumble

Fermoy, Co Cork
Group: Ideas

Neilus Murphy set-up Grazemate to
meet the demands of the modern dairy
farmer.
The company was established in 2012
and to date two unique products have
been developed and are both market
ready. Its first product is the Grazemate
Drover, a portable electronic auto gate.
The second is a spring-loaded cassette,
with 10 metres of retractable electrified
tape, called Eazi Fence.
With present grazing systems, farmers are required to visit the paddock four
times a day during the grazing season.
Grazemate Drover eliminates this
time-consuming chore by controlling
the electrified barrier by calling, texting
or using a timed clock.
This cuts down on daily visits to the
paddock by half, saving valuable time
for other duties.
A global market for Drover was identified after a feasibility study in 2012.
The following year, the product was
tested on farms and a prototype was
launched.
At that year’s Irish National Ploughing Championships, the product won
the overall Innovation Award. It also
picked up awards at Lamma, Britain’s
largest farm machinery, equipment and
agricultural services show and at the
JFC Manufacturing awards, both in 2014.
According to Murphy, the response
from the Irish market and interest

Aine Behan, founder of Dublin-based Cortechs

shown by distributors from New Zealand and Britain highlights the potential
of the business to generate significant
sales domestically and internationally.

It will also increase security for owners and insurers through its “key-free”
telematics and GPS location tracking.
The company was set up in Limerick
city and has now moved to Co Offaly.

Birr, Co Offaly
Group: Ideas

Ekte Dairy Free
(Rockridge
Foods)

MoVer

MoVer is a peer-to-peer car share company. Its technology allows car owners
to rent their vehicles to neighbours and
friends. This can generate income for
owners and cut costs for users.
The value it wants to bring to the market is the utilisation of cars that spend
96 per cent of their time “parked”.
According to MoVer, unused cars lose
value and cost their owners thousands
of euro every year.
Currently, MoVer is assembling the
technology, financing and marketing.
It expects to provide the technology
online, on smartphones and through
in-car telematics.
MoVer plans to enroll over 100 cars
and 1,000 drivers from September this
year. Rental costs are expected to be
for as little as €5 per hour or 40 cent
per kilometre.
It says owners could earn up to €650
per month and could save drivers €325
per month.

Tullamore, Co Offaly
Group: Ideas

Ekte Dairy Free is Ireland’s first dairyfree milk producer based in Co Offaly.
The company was founded by David
Cleary when he noticed there was an
increase in demand for dairy-free milks
in the US. Cleary is a nephew of Vincent
Cleary, who runs the successful Offaly
dairy firm Glenisk.
From Cleary’s time working in the
beverage industry in California, he
realised there has been a notable shift
away from both dairy- and soy-based
milk alternatives to nut and seed based
milks.
Ekte Dairy Free provides the consumer with an alternative to dairy milk
without using soy or lactose.
The product is produced from a high

Moving business forward

Michael Murray, NVP Energy

This in turn creates a financial incentive
for drivers to drive safely.
Research carried out by the company shows that more than 75 per cent
of Rwandans would pay more for a
safer driver.
To make trips safer, SafeMotos gathers accelerometer, GPS and gyroscope
data from drivers equipped with smartphones.
This technology can show drivers acceleration speeds, if drivers are speeding at rush hour, or if the driver has
been on the road for 12 hours straight.

Grazemate

Every business is different.
That’s why our funding
solutions are flexible.
01 297 4911

Asier Rufino

Rufino is chief executive
of Tecnalia Ventures, having previously worked as
a management consultant
for Accenture, BNP Paribas
and The Parthenon Group.
More recently Asier has focused on entrepreneurship
and innovation by providing
business development, strategy and coaching services to
start-ups and SMEs and is a
board member of a number
of start-ups.

Paulo Andrez

Andrez is an angel investor
in several companies. He is a
board member of Entrepreneurship Agency DNA Cascais
and of FNABA (Portuguese
Business Angel Federation).
Since 2012, he has been
advising several European
governments on early-stage
investment policy.

was founded in 2014 by Gavin
This month, up-and-coming business andJumble
Emmet Kearney and the team has
grown to six members since then. Two
people will have the chance to learn
team members are representing Jumble
in Santiago as part of the Start-Up Chile
accelerator programme.
from experienced entrepreneurs
thanks to The Sunday Business Post and the Compliance and
Entrepreneur Experience. Below, we Risks
Little Island, Cork
meet some of those taking part, write Group: Scaling
Compliance and Risks works with its
Colette Sexton and Leanna Byrne
clients to ensure they know and comply
o you ever find
yourself stuck at
a crossroads and
wishing you could
ask someone who
has seen it all before for advice?
That is exactly
what the Entrepreneur Experience
provides to 24 emerging entrepreneurs.
The emerging entrepreneurs, who
are each at one of three levels – the
idea stage, investor ready, or preparing to scale – will get a chance to pick
the brains of seasoned entrepreneurs
during the 24-hour event in Ballymaloe,
Co. Cork next weekend.
The Sunday Business Post is the media
partner of the event, which is now in
its fifth year.
Last week, The Sunday Post profiled 12
of the 24 emerging companies that will
be taking part in this year’s Entrepreneur Experience. This week, we profile
the remaining dozen.

MSN for Microsoft in Ireland
as far back as 1995.

easoned entrepreneurs have volunteered their time to
advise the next generation at the Entrepreneur Experience next
weekend. They come from
a wide variety of industries,
from TV to technology, and
together they have hundreds
of years of experience.

David Cleary, Ekte Dairy-Free

nut content (up to five times higher
than leading brands, according to the
company), its use of high-pressure processing and cold pasteurisation technique. This type of processing allows
for an extended refrigerated shelf-life
while maintaining the flavour, aroma
and nutrition of the raw product.
Ekte Dairy Free was awarded funding
through Enterprise Ireland’s Competitive Start Fund in September 2014. It has
since gone on to develop and produce
a range of cold-pressed nut milks using
its unique methods.
Its first two products – an almond
milk and a cashew nut milk – are due
to launch in March.

SafeMotos Ltd
Cork and Rwanda
Group: Ideas

SafeMotos aims to make motorcycle
taxis safer in Africa and has started its
efforts in Rwanda.
It was founded by two Kigali residents, Barrett Nash and Peter Kariuki,
who have been exposed to risks associated with taxi motor rides and wanted
to improve the quality of the drivers.
More motorcycles are built every
year than cars. In Africa, motorcycle
taxis are a key cause of road deaths.
According to SafeMotos, every 12 days
more than 9,000 people die across Africa from road deaths.
It also says Rwandan police blame
motorcycle taxis for 80 per cent of road
accidents in Rwanda.
To address this problem, SafeMotos is
using a GPS smartphone app which allows customers to choose a safe driver.

Yebame

Santiago, Chile and Cork
Group: Ideas

Yebame is the first peer-to-peer
ride-sharing platform in Latin America focusing on scheduled trips such
as events or long-distance journeys. It
connects people heading in the same
direction and allows them to share the
cost.
Yebame was launched as a ride hailing app in August 2014. In five months
the company has had more than 2,500
users and over 200 drivers subscribe
to its system.
One Friday in November 2014, everything changed for the company.
The subway transportation system of
Santiago in Chile was paralysed. In less
than 24 hours over 450 people joined
Yebame. The company realised that
ride hailing was not the real solution
to the changes in transportation trends.
Instead, it opened a real carpooling
platform for everyone.
Yebame launched as a carpooling
platform for long trips and events this
year.
It has received seed funding from
Sean O’Sullivan’s fund SOS Ventures
and moved to Cork to join its carpooling
accelerator Carma Axlr8r.
After a month in the market, Yebame
had more than 10,000 unique page
views, 600 validated register users and
more than 60 trips have been published
through the platform.
It launched its first event version for
the Lollapalooza Music Festival of Chile,
called #yebapalooza, this month and
has become a popular mode of transport to the event.

Sean Ryan

company from start-up, raising €30 million from leading
institutional investors. Comnitel later merged with a US
telecoms firm, and was acquired by IBM in 2007. He is
the co-founder and director
of OmniVend since 2005, a
network, revenue and service
management company.

Terry Fox

In 2009 Fox set up Cupprint,
which makes bespoke paper
cups to order, with a short
turnaround time. Cupprint’s
largest market is Britain followed by Germany and then
Ireland. Cupprint currently
produce eight million cups
per month and sales have
grown every year since 2009.
It now employs more than 66
people at its plant in Ireland
and sales offices in Germany.

Joanna Gardiner

Gardiner is the managing director of Ovelle Pharmaceuticals, which was set up by
her grandfather in 1934. She
led the company through a
significant period of international growth since 2011. Taking on new investment and
implementing new sales and
research and development
strategies. This resulted in the
company’s innovative dermatological skincare brands
Ovelle and Elave building on
their success in Ireland opening up new markets in Britain,
Europe, China and the US.

Donal Garrihy

In 2003 Garrihy co-founded
2468 (previously called Wild
About Water) to serve the
Irish water cooler market. The
business has grown rapidly in
recent years both in terms of
turnover and product range.
Employing 90 people, the
company is headquartered
in Ireland with 80 per cent
of its sales in Britain.

Brian Crowley

Garvey is chief executive of
Metabolomic Diagnostics,
an innovative medical diagnostics company developing
technologies for the early
detection of a woman’s risk
of complications during her
pregnancy. From 1990 to 2003
he was chief executive of
Horizon Technology Group
which started life as a small
Apple reseller in Cork and
grew into a large pan-European IT group, listed on the
Dublin and London stock exchanges and completing 13
acquisitions and disposals
along the way.

Shemas Eivers

Co-founder and managing
partner of Avnet Client Solutions, Eivers is now in his 20th
year leading the team in Avnet
Client Solutions and has recently been working with
Ascendant EMEA to merge
the best traits of both organisations. He is also co-founder
and chairman of the National Software Centre in Ireland
(birthplace of the Coder Dojo
movement) and a co-founder
of IT@Cork.

Karl Flannery

As recent chair of the Irish
Software Association, Flannery is firmly committed to
advancing the profile and
needs of the Irish software
and digital technology sector
in the national and international arena. He is currently
chair of the Industry Advisory
Board for Knowledge Transfer Ireland and chairing one
of the delivery teams for the
government’s ICT action plan
for jobs.

Declan Fox

Fox co-founded Comnitel
Technologies in 1999 and
as chief executive grew the

Ryan is founder and chief
executive of Aspen Grove
Solutions.
Since 1995 Sean has been
working on Internet-based
business-service solutions
and has successfully put the
Internet to work as a secure
business-to-business service
medium in many industries
including insurance, legal,
education, construction and
real estate.

Joanna Gardiner, managing director of Ovelle Pharmaceuticals

Serial entrepreneur Crowley
founded Crowley Services
and started Dyno Rod in 1975,
BioFlow in 1990 and Communicate 2000 in 1996. He
is currently working with CIT
and Nimbus on two separate
projects to develop new technologies in fat, oil and grease
management, and the pipe
and drain cleaning and maintenance area.
Former Irish boxing international Crowley is chief executive of The TTM Group, one of
Ireland’s largest recruitment
companies, TTM Healthcare,
and also its service delivery
subsidiary Resilience Healthcare, one of Ireland’s largest
providers of complex home
care. Employing 200 permanent staff and over 800
contractors, TTM Group are
projected to generate revenues in excess of €50 million
in 2015.

Treemetrics lands €8
Space Agency contra 00,000 European
ct

Charles Garvey

voice changer technology and
3D character development.

Grainne Kelly

Kelly is the chief executive
and inventor of BubbleBum
UK Ltd, manufacturer of the
world’s first inflatable car
booster seat for kids. The
product is now on sale in 26
countries globally including in major stores such as
Walmart, Target and Tesco.

Peaches Kemp

Kemp co-founded Itsa with
her sister Domini in 1999.
Having started with one bagel
shop 16 years ago, the Kemps
now have 17 outlets. They
also run Table Restaurant in
Brown Thomas Cork and the
Gallery Café in the National
Gallery of Ireland.

Eleanor McEvoy

Now chief executive of Budget Energy Ltd, McEvoy has
successfully built and sold
two companies; Pembroke
Distributors Ltd and Phonecard Warehouse Ltd. Budget
Energy entered the Northern
Ireland electricity market in
June 2011 and has grown a
customer base of over 60,000.

Pádraig Ó Céidigh

Ó Céidigh became part owner
of Aer Arann, then serving the
three Aran Islands in 1994. He
went on to develop Aer Arann
into one of the fastest growing
regional airlines in the world.
He is adjunct professor of entrepreneurship and business
in NUIG, and chairman of
Fáilte Ireland West.

Colum O’Sullivan
(Sully)

O’Sullivan set up Cully & Sully in September 2004 with
Cullen Allen from Ballymaloe

House. Cully & Sully supply
over 1,500 shops nationwide,
and is exporting to France and
the UK. All of the food is produced in Ireland using Irish
beef, lamb and chicken.

Kevin O’Leary

Pete Smyth

O’Leary has been with QUMAS since its inception and
was responsible for the original design and development
of the company’s first product release. Kevin has worked
within regulated industries
since 1987 and has extensive
knowledge of regulatory
compliance solutions.

Smyth is the founder and
chief executive of Broadlake, a
private investment company
that is focused on investing
in established and growing
SMEs. Pre Broadlake he was
chief executive of Noonan
Services Group where he led
the group through a period of
high growth, culminating in
its sale in 2008.

Ger O’Mahoney

O’Mahony has been involved in a number of successful technology start-ups
including being the founder of the software business
Engage Technologies Group
and its subsequent sale to
NorthgateArinso (a FTSE
250 company) and being the
co-founder of the networking
systems integrator Bridgecom
Group and its subsequent sale
to Denis O’Brien’s Esat Telecom.

Dr Johnny Walker

Walker founded Global Diagnostics in 2002 and in 2007.
Global Diagnostics entered
the Irish market through an
alliance with Centric Health,
a company that provided a
range of innovative and accessible primary care services
with the aim of keeping people out of hospital. In October
2012 Johnny was invited to
join the Singularity University
Executive Program at NASA,
an intense dive into accelerating technological change in
an intimate forum with world
experts and leading thinkers
from across the technology
tracks.

Paul Prendergast

Chief executive of Inhance
Technology, Prendergast is a
serial entrepreneur and has
been involved in retail, services, web and publishing
start-ups for 12 years. Inhance
Technology has a global client base including Best Buy,
Virgin, Orange, AIG and Carphone Warehouse.

George Young

Young is currently engaged in
the development of Eisergy
Ltd, an early-stage business
that is focused on innovations relevant to electronic and magnetic aspects of
power conversion. Prior to
establishing Eisergy in 2012,
he managed the engineering
activities at Texas Instruments
(Cork).

Anthony Quigley

Founder of Digital Marketing
Institute, Quigley is considered one of the pioneers of
digital marketing in Ireland.
He was an early internet enthusiast, having launched

“The bracing manifesto of a
forward-looking radical.”
Andrew Hill, Financial Times

Paul Hands

Hands founded a number
of technology companies
in Ireland, including QCL
(acquired by Calyx in 2003)
and QUMAS, a global leader
in delivering enterprise compliance solutions (acquired by
Accelrys in 2014). He is currently the business promoter
of a number of high potential
early stage companies in the
diagnostic space having licensed technology from UCC
in Cork and the Mayo clinic
in the US.

Patrick Jordan

Jordan owned Easy Access
Ltd which was set up in 1992,
and was sold to Siteserv in
2006. The business employed
78 people in 2006. After the
sale, Patrick worked as chief
operating officer for the Siteserv group until 2012. He is
a minority investor in a number of companies since 2012,
namely Alanya Ltd, which
has developed technology to
remotely monitor the health
of livestock, and Caramagic
which has developed expertise in the area of streaming

Speaking at
The Third Act
Conference in
Dublin, 22nd
April 2015

OUT NOW
In The Second Curve, Handy builds on a life’s
work to glimpse into the future and see what
challenges and opportunities lie ahead. He looks
at current trends in capitalism and asks whether
it is a sustainable system. He explores the
dangers of a society built on credit. He challenges
the myth that remorseless growth is essential. He
even asks whether we should rethink our roles in
life – as students, parents, workers and voters –
and what the aims of an ideal society of the future
should be.

The Sunday Business Post
December 6, 2015
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2016 Experience gets
set for entrepreneurs

Helping an entrepreneur
to see wood for the trees

E

Name: John Fagan
Company: EirEco

By Colette Sexton

Photo by Liz Handy

05/03/2015 17:02

merging entrepreneurs
are being
called on to
take part in
the 2016 Entrepreneur
Experience.
The event brings 24 emerging entrepreneurs together
with 24 seasoned entrepreneurs over 24 hours in Ballymaloe, Co Cork each year. In
2016, the event will take place
on April 15 and 16.
Some 43 companies have
raised a total of €24.6 million
after taking part in the event,
which will take place next
year for the sixth time.
More than 120 emerging entrepreneurs, including startups, investor-ready companies and scaling companies
from ten countries have participated in the Entrepreneur
Experience in the past.
Some 60 seasoned entrepreneurs have previously
signed up, including Jim Barry of the Barry Group; Larry
Bass of ShinAwil; Liam Casey
of PCH; Sean O’Sullivan from
SOSVentures; and Peaches
Kemp of Itsabagel.
While the event is organ-

The Pitch: highefficiency wood burning
stove

By elaine o’Regan

M

entoring support from his
local enterprise office
in west Cork
gave EirEco founder John
Fagan the “kick” he needed
to knuckle down and develop
a sound business plan for the
wood-burning stove he had
invented for eco-conscious
homeowners.
Originally from Dublin,
Fagan lived in Germany for
26 years before returning to
Ireland in 2004 and settling
in Ballydehob. By the time
he approached his local enterprise office two years ago,
he had developed prototypes
for a stove that, he believed,
could use fuel more efficiently than existing options on
the market. What he was less
sure about was how to turn
his idea into a viable business.
“I went to them with three
prototypes and a CAD drawing,” Fagan said. “They partnered me up with a mentor,

From left: Colette Sexton, The Sunday Business Post; Fionnuala Wall, marketing manager, CorkBIC; Pete Smyth, chief
executive, Broadlake; Darren Daly, partner, ByrneWallace; Tom Lyons, The Sunday Business Post; and Gerry Prizeman, head
of enterprise development, Bank of Ireland
Maura Hickey

ised by CorkBIC, it is open to
companies across the country
and around the world. Entrepreneurs have come, not only
from Ireland, but also Britain,
Spain, France, Chile and the
US to take part.
Speaking at the launch,
Michael O’Connor, the chief

executive of CorkBIC said:
“Over the past five years the
Experience has grown to be a
life and game-changing event.
It has assisted 26 companies in
getting Enterprise Ireland high
potential start-up approval
and 43 companies have raised
€24.6 million.”

Also speaking at the launch,
Pete Smyth, chief executive
of Broadlake and captain of
the 2016 Entrepreneur Experience, said: “The event has
become one of the key pillars supporting Irish entrepreneurship in recent years.
It’s high-impact and not for

the fainthearted.”
Current partners with
CorkBIC for this event are
Bank of Ireland, EY, The Sunday Business Post, ByrneWallace
and Google.
For more information on
how to apply, see corkbic.
com.

Emma Jervis

John Fagan of EirEco

who was an engineer and
gave me a lot of hours.
“Basically, he played the
‘bad guy’ – I’d been in business in Germany for a while,
but I was out of that mode. He
gave me the kick I needed,
and that was really good for
me. It made me wake up and
look not just at the product,
but how to get it to market.”
Fagan has since finalised
designs for two EirEco stoves
priced at €1,480 and €1,750.
They use wood gasification –
also known as “rocket stove”
technology – to convert wood
into a flammable gas that can
be used as fuel.
“If you see smoke coming
out a chimney – grey smoke,
black smoke – that is fuel that
has not been burned,” said
Fagan. “With wood gasification, the inside of the stove
gets so hot that it burns those
gases before they go up the

chimney. You use up to 40
per cent less fuel, because it’s
all being turned into heat.”
Fagan sells online at
Eirecostoves.com, and also
has a showroom in Ballydehob.
“Building regulations are
getting more and more strict,
and we’re well placed for
that,” he said.“Our efficiency rate has been certified at
89.5 per cent, compared to 70
to 75 per cent for most stoves.
Our CO emissions are 0.16
per cent.”
Fagan plans to establish
a network of retailers and
wholesalers within three
years, to market EirEco nationwide. “We work with a
manufacturer in Cork, so our
stoves are made in Ireland,
and I hope that we’ll be able
to stand alongside the bigger
manufacturers with a strong,
Irish-made product,” he said.

Trailblazer finds that Ireland is a bit of what the French fancy
By elaine o’Regan

Name: Sheena Dignam

heena Dignam is hoping to attract more
French tourists to Galway and surrounding
counties with luxury escorted
holidays showcasing the best
of the west.
Originally from Ireland,
Dignam lived in the Loire
Valley for 13 years before returning home at the age of 20.

Company: Merveilles
d’Irlande

S

€3.2m
MPSTOR Partner with IBM in
2020 project

Horizon

The Pitch: luxury
holidays in the west for
French tourists
Her new venture, Merveilles
d’Irlande [Wonders of Ireland], was inspired by her
quest to encourage more

French people to visit Ireland
to experience the country’s
gastronomic culture.
“When I moved back to Ireland, I found the French were
giving Ireland – the food, the
accommodation – bad press.
I really wanted to show them
that we have great places here
to see and visit, and great food
to eat,” said Dignam, who has
been running Galway Food
Tours since 2013.

She devised two Merveilles
d’Irlande itineraries, for four
and seven night stays. Costing
between €495 and €795 per
person excluding flights, they
include trips to Galway city,
Connemara and the Burren.
“They might go fishing on
a private lake, and then have
a tasting at a local whiskey
distillery. The idea is for them
to absorb the culture and the
people,” said Dignam.

Before visitors arrive for
their holiday, Dignam sends
them a personalised itinerary,
with details of their accommodation, information on
the sites and attractions they
will visit during their trip, and
suggestions for additional activities.
“I give them a food dictionary so they can understand
the culture behind our food,
and a map with GPS tracking

trails so they can get from one
B&B to the next without any
hassle,” said Dignam.
Dignam works with luxury
establishments, such as Gregans Castle outside Ballyvaughan in Co Clare, Galway’s
Corrib Guesthouse and Dolphin Beach House in Clifden.
“These are all beautiful
places to stay,” she said. “The
idea is to feature luxurious,
quirky and friendly places. It

took me two years to finalise
my guide book and I personally met everyone in it – the
B&Bs, the guesthouses. I have
every faith in what they do.”
Since launching Merveillesdirlande.com last December, Dignam has hosted five
French couples. She has seven
bookings confirmed for 2016,
and has plans to expand into
other parts of Ireland in the
future.
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Trustev
“The team at CorkBIC were a great help to
Trustev during the early days when people
and resources were extremely tight. They
helped us cut through the bureaucracy and
focus on the information and decisions that
were relevant and a priority at the time”.
Pat Phelan, Trustev

CorkBIC
exits in

“We were absolutely thrilled that Soundwave was acquired by Spotify. I want to
acknowledge CorkBIC for helping us along our journey with various opportunities
and to shine a light on the Soundwave story.”
Brendan O’Driscoll, Soundwave

2015

Soundwave
Soundwave is a social network-based discovery and sharing tool for music.
The Soundwave app was downloaded over 1.5 million times across 190
countries in 14 languages. Soundwave was acquired in January 2016 by
Spotify the #1 music streaming service in the world.
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Founded: 2012
Founders: Brendan O’Driscoll,
Craig Watson & Aidan Sliney
Employs: 14
Locations: Dublin, San Fransisco
www.soundwave.com

Founded: 2011
Founders: Pat Phelan & Chris Kennedy
Employs: 21
Locations: Cork, New York,
Chicago, San Fransisco
www.trustev.com

Trustev, a CorkBIC client, was set up in
2011 by Pat Phelan and Chris Kennedy, and
is a global provider of digital verification
technology. Trustev verifies the identity
of online shoppers by generating a
digital fingerprint through various social
media accounts. Trustev was acquired
by consumer credit-rating company
TransUnion for $44 million (€40 million).

Here are some companies we
worked with in 2014 & 2015

Between
them these
companies have
created 670+
NEW jobs
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